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Let D be an open set in Rz, let d = (dl ,..., d,) be a l-tuple of nonnegative 
real numbers and denote by PI, ...ydl)(SZ) (or, simply, P(S))) the space of all 
functions of Gevrey class d = (dl ,..., d,) (see Definition 1). We say that a 
partial differential operator P(D) with constant coefficients in Rz is (4 ,..., d,)- 
hypoelliptic (or, simply, d-hypoelliptic) if, for every open set Sz C Rz and 
for every distribution T E 3(Q), the condition P(D) T E P(Q) implies that 
T E P(Q). Every d-hypoelliptic partial differential operator P(D) is hypo- 
elliptic, i.e., T E q(Q) and P(D) T E F”(Q) imply T E Urn(Q). Conversely, if 
P(D) is hypoelliptic then it is d-hypoelliptic for some d = (di ,..., dl) with 
dj 2 1, 1 <j <I [8, p. 419; 7, p. 114, Theorem 4.4.61. 
Let P(D) be a properly d-hypoelliptic operator of type TV (see Section 2), 
let P be an open subset of Rz with a plane piece of boundary w, let 
Qd%-, Q,(D) b e g iven partial differential operators with constant coeffi- 
cients and consider the boundary value problem 
P(D)u=f in Q, 
QdD) 21 lw = gv 9 1 <V<P. 
Suppose for simplicity that I = n + 1, Q is contained in the upper half- 
space R:+’ and that w is contained in R”. In this paper we give necessary 
and sufficient conditions in order that all solutions p of the boundary problem 
belong to Plp...*dn+l)(Q u w), whenever f E I’(dl~...~dn+l)(Q u w) and 
g, E Fdr~...~d=)(~), 1 < v < p. Such problems are called regular d-hypo- 
elliptic boundary value problems. 
Regular hypoelliptic boundary problems (i.e., ?Y regularity up to the 
boundary) were studied first by Hiirmander in his paper [6], where he gave a 
complete algebraic characterization of such problems. Later on, relying on 
Hiirmander’s paper we gave a characterization of regular hypoelliptic bound- 
ary problems by constructing a parametrix of the boundary problem defined 
by means of kernels K(x, t), Ki(x, t),..., K,,(x, t) which are VW functions 
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in RTil - (0) [4]. In his dissertation [I], Artino has investigated the relation 
between regular hypoelliptic boundary problems and Gevrey classes up to the 
boundary. He has shown that the kernels K, Kl ,..., K, we have obtained 
in [4] belong, indeed, to a Gevrey class rs(iT’J+’ - (0)) where 6 is the index 
of hypoellipticity of P(D) and he has obtained another characterization of 
regular hypoelliptic boundary problems in the Gevrey classes framework. 
However, the Gevrey spaces used by Artino, do not distinguish between the 
different degrees of regularity with respect to the different variables. By 
refining Artino’s methods we were able to determine, for all solutions of a 
regular d-hypoelhptic boundary value problem, their different degrees of 
regularity with respect to the different variables. We should mention that 
our results apply to boundary value problems of semielliptic partial dif- 
ferential operators. 
The plan of this paper goes as follows. In Section 1, we define Gevrey 
classes, d-hypoelliptic operators and we recall (Proposition 1) several neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions in order that a partial differential operator be 
d-hypoelliptic. In Section 2, we define regular hypoelliptic boundary value 
problem, its characteristic function 5?(c) d an we p rove a necessary condition 
in order that a boundary problem (P; Q1 ,..., Q,) be d-hypoelliptic. The 
condition (3) of Theorem 1 is an algebraic one (analogous to that of Hiirman- 
der [6, p. 2411) about the behavior, near infinity, of the zeros of V(c). In 
Section 3 we construct the kernels K(x, t), Kl(x, t),..., KJx, t) and we prove 
that they belong to r(dl,...> dn+l)(Ry+l - (0)). Using such kernels, we define 
in Section 4, a parametrix d of the boundary value problem and we prove 
that & is a smoothing operator (Lemma 5). We then proceed to prove the 
sufficiency of condition (3) of Theorem 1. Finally, Theorem 3 summarizes 
all results contained in this paper. 
1. GEVREY CLASSES AND &HYPOELLIPTICITY 
Denote by x = (x1 ,..., x1) a variable element in the Euclidean Z-dimen- 
sional space Rz. Let 
and set 
D = (Dl ,..., DJ 
If P = (Pl ,...> P,) is a I-tuple of nonnegative integers set 
D” = Dy . . . D;“, 
IP I =P, + **- tp, and p! = p,! **a p,! 
4og-&-x6 
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Let 
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P= P(D) = c a,DP 
IPIG 
be a partial differential operator with constant coefficients a, E C and let 
w = ,& %fP 
be its characteristic polynomial. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Q be an open set in Rz and let d = (4 ,..., d,) be a 
given I-tuple of nonnegative real numbers. We say that a function I( E g”(Q) 
belongs to the Gevrey class d = (dI ,..., d,) in Q if, to every compact set 
KC Q, there is a constant C = C(K, U) such that, for all p = (pi ,...,pJ, 
sug j D%(x)I < C’9’+1(pI!)d1 ... (p,!)? 
We denote by P(Q) (or Fdlv...l dl)(Q)) the vector subspace of P’(Q) of all 
functions of Gevrey class d = (4 ,..., dz). 
DEFINITION 2. Let P(D) be a partial differential operator in Rz and let 
d = (dI ,..., d,) with d, 3 0, 1 <j < 1. We say that P(D) is d-hypoelliptic if, 
for every open subset, Q C Rz and for every T Ed’ such that 
P(D) T E P(Q), then T E Fd(sZ). 
Let 
N = (5 E cz: P(5) = O} 
be the variety of zeros of the characteristic polynomial. A d-hypoelliptic 
partial differential operator can be characterized as follows (Treves [S]). 
PROPOSITION 1. P(D) is d-hypoelliptic if and only ifit satisfies the following 
condition : 
(H& There is a constant C > 0 such that for allp = (p, ,..., p,) andfor 
all 4 E Rz, 
(I 51 Pdl + ‘.* + I 61 ll’dz)‘P’ Ip(W < C(1 + I Pm. 
Then, every d, is > 1 and the lower limits dp of the closed half-line (die, + CO), 
where (Hd) holds, are rational numbers. 
In condition (H& , P(P)(t) stands for the derivative 
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Denote by d([, IV) the distance from t E Rr to N. Then, using the same 
techniques as in Treves [8, Chapter 71, it can be shown that (H& is equiv- 
alent to any one of the following conditions: 
(H& There is a constant C > 0 such that 
(Hd), There is a constant C > 0 such that 
/ Re [I l1’d1 + ... + Re Cl l1’dz d C(1 + I Im 5 I), 5 EN. 
A d-hypoelliptic differential operator P is hypoelliptic, namely, if T E W(9) 
is such that PT E V”(G) then T E F(G). 
2. REGULAR &HYPOELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let I = n + 1 and denote the elements of Rn+l by (x1 ,..., X, , x,+J = (x, t) 
with x = (x1 ,..., x,) and t = x,+~. Denote the corresponding dual variables 
by (4,~) with 5 = (~5 ,..., 5,). Let P = P(D) = P(Do , DJ be a hypo- 
elliptic differential operator with constant coefficients in Rn+l. We say that P 
is properly hypoelliptic if the number of roots r = ~(8) of the equation 
P(t, T) = 0 with positive imaginary parts is constant for all 5 outside some 
compact subset of R”. The number of such roots will be called the type of P. 
Suppose that P = P(DS , Dt) is a d = (dl ,..., d,,,) hypoelliptic differential 
operator with constant coefficients in Rn+l, of degree u and of type p < G. 
Let Q1(Do , DJ,..., QJDz: , DJ be /.L arbitrarily given partial differential 
operators with constant coefficients in Rn+l. Let Sz be an open subset of 
2: cTr!$?dEi? R 
n+l: t > 0}, suppose that w is a plane piece of the boundary 
On = ((x, t) E Rnfl: t = 0} and o is open in R,,“. 
DEFINITION 3. Under the above assumptions we say that (P, Q1 ,..., QJ 
define a regular d-hypoelliptic boundary problem in Q u w if all solutions 
TV E Ck(G u w), where k denotes the maximum order of P and Qy , 1 < v < p, 
of the boundary problem 
P(D,,D,)u=f in 1;2, 
Qv(Dz > Dt) u lo = gv , 1 <v<p, (1) 
where f E P(s) u w) and g, E P~*.**v~~)(w), belong to P(J~ u w). 
Denote by &’ the subset of C” consisting of all 5 = (5, ,..., 5,) such that 
the equation P(<, T) = 0 has exactly p roots 7 = ~(1) with positive imaginary 
409/4x/2-16* 
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parts. Since, by assumption, P(D, , Ot) is hypoelliptic, the set ,532 contains a 
neighborhood of infinity in R”. Also, ZJ’ is an open subset of c’“. 
PROPOSITION 2. There is a constant C > 0 such that ~2 contains the set 
~Re5jj1’dY>C(1 +lImQ)/. 
Proof. Since P = P(D,, , DJ is d-hypoelliptic condition, (H& holds 
true. Suppose that 5 E C” satisfies the inequality (2) and let 7 be any real 
number. We have 
1 Re 5i I”@ + . . . + 1 Re 5, I1ldn + 1 T !l’dn+l 3 C(l + / Im 5 1) 
= C(l + I WC, TN. 
Hence, by (H& , P(c, T) # 0. Therefore, for all 5 E C” satisfying (2), the 
equation P(<, T) = 0 has no real root. Since every connected component of the 
set (2) contains s E Rn with I 6 I sufficiently large and for those the number 
of roots with positive imaginary parts is TV, then & contains the set (2). 
Q.E.D. 
For every 5 E &, let us denote by pi,..., ~~(5) the roots of P(t;, 7) = 0 
with positive imaginary part. Let 
k,(7) = fi (7 - T&8 
j=l 
and define 
det@v(b, &)))l<v<u 
C(S) = R(k,; 91 5.4.1 Q,) = Id=3 
jJj (74) - T&N . 
We call C(l) the characteristic function of the boundary problem (P, Q1 ,..., QJ 
and we denote by .4” the set of zeros of C(i). In [6], Hiirmander has shown 
that C(t) is an analytic function of 5 in &. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and s@icient condition in order that (P, Q1 , . . . , QJ 
be a regular d-hypoelliptic boundary value problem in LJ u w is that there is a 
constant M > 0 such that the condition 
5ECR, f j Re & llldj 3 M(1 + I Im 5 I) (3) 
j=l 
implies 5 E ,9e and C(5) # 0. 
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Proof of Theorem 1 (necessity). Let 
~(S2uw)={uE:C~(Ouw):Pu=O,Q,u~,=0,1 <V<P} 
i.e., X(Q u W) is the space of solutions of the homogeneous boundary 
problem. It is easily seen that S(sZ U w) is a closed linear subspace of 
L&(Q u W) equipped with its natural topology or . On the other hand, let ~a 
be the locally convex Hausdorff topology on &‘(Q u UJ) defined by the family 
of seminorms 
S,,,(f) = w; (+J1+l’” ..’ (+)dn+l+l’” I D”f(41, 
1 n+l 
where K runs over all compact subsets contained in Q U w and v = 1,2,.... 
Equipped with ~a , Z(B u w) becomes a Frechet space [l]. Hence, if we 
fix KC i2 U w, for every v = 1, 2 ,..., there is a constant B, and a compact 
set H, C Q u w such that, for all f E X(sZ u w), we have 
S,,“(f) f B” llf IIL@(H,) . (4 
Let 
U&l ,*-*, %I , t) = &(*-C)q,(t) 
with 5 c d and C(l) = 0. F or every such 5 there is a nontrivial solution u(t) 
of the initial value problem 
WV m = 0, 
(QvG &> 4 (0) = 0, 1 <v</.L, (5) 
We apply (4) to U(X, t), by taking the terms involving only tangential deriva- 
tives and we get 
< ,“3$ 1 ei@*C) I 
Y 
with p’ = (9, ,..., p,). If we let 
6=(s;PKl”l 
x, E 
we get 
I w 9 
c (+)dl+l’r ... (-$)‘*+“” 1 5” 1 supc, 1 w(t)1 < Bgp(8+8vJ”mr’ ,SISU~~ 1o(t)1 , 
P’ 
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where a is the maximum of t when (x, t) E K and b is the maximum of t 
when (x, t) E H, . We can assume that H, 1 K. In [6, pp. 234 and 2481, 
Hiirmander has shown that there is a constant c depending only on TV such 
that for all solutions z, of (5) we have 
Replacing above we get 
c (+,“‘“” . . . (+)dfi+l’” 1 p 1 G cveDvIImcI 
P’ n 
or 
(Ii0 (+)dl+l’u I 51 I?) ... (i, (+y+l’” I 5, ID*) < C”e.D~‘*m? 
On the other hand, there are suitable constants yj , such that 
f. (f,“‘+‘” I & jpj > exp yi 1 & llidj+l’” 
[8, Lemma 7.41. By replacing above, we get 
exp[yl 1 l1 jli(e+llv) + . . . + Yn 1 5, ~ll(%+ll+j d cye411mcf, 
which implies that, to every v = 1,2 ,..., it corresponds a constant A, such 
that 
I 51 I 1/(&+1/V) + 1.. + , 4, /1/&+1/d 6 A,(1 + , Im 5 1) 
for all 5 E M. Hence, 
El ( Re [j ll’(d~‘l”‘) < A,(1 + [ Im 5 I), V[ E JK 
This inequality implies that 
Im[+ 00, if f;-+a with (EdoenJv; 
which is Hiirmander’s necessary and sufficient condition for a boundary 
problem to be hypoelliptic. Therefore, every d-hypoelliptic boundary problem 
is hypoelliptic. 
With a slight modification of Artino’s proof [I, Lemma 1.37 and using the 
elimination theorem of Seidenberg it can be sown that the set of numbers di 
for which the last inequality holds is a closed half-line [djo, + co) with djo 
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a rational number >I. Hence, letting v -f + 00, there is a constant M 
such that 
i 1 Re & I1ldj < M(l + / Im 5 1) 
j=l 
for all 5 E A Q.E.D. 
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL KERNELS OF THE BOUNDARY PROBLEM 
In order to show that condition (3) of Theorem 1 is sufficient, we shall 
first construct fundamental kernels K, Kl ,..., K,, of the boundary problem 
(P, 81 ,..., Q,). These are tempered distributions in Y(Ry+‘) defined by C” 
functions in R’J+l and such that they can be extended to C” functions in 
a:+’ - (0). Moreover, the kernels K, Kr ,..., Ku belong to P@T+’ - {0}) 
and are such that K satisfies, in the sense of distributions, the following 
boundary problem: 
P(D, Dt) K = 6, @I 6, - p(x) @ 6, in ,y’i, 
Qv(Q Dt) K iRon = 0, 1 bvdp, 
(6) 
while K, , 1 < Z< CL, satisfies the problem 
P(D, Dt) K, =0 in p+1 + , 
QvP, Dt) fG iRon = TV,@, - B(x))> 1 bv<cL, 
(7) 
where 6,,, is the Kronecker symbol, 6 the Dirac measure and /3(x) E Y(R”). 
The fundamental kernels are constructed in the same way as it was done 
in our paper [4]. For Y = I,2 ,..., II, let 
wt, t) = 
R&; Ql(& W,..., eitT(e),..., Q&f, W) 
C(5) 
(8) 
be the unique solution of the initial value problem 
W Dt) W, 4 = 0, 
Q&S 4) KG5 0) = %v > 1 Gl<cL, 
63’) 
when 1 5 1 is sufficiently large. This can be done since the algebraic condi- 
tion (3) implies that C(f) # 0 when ] 5 I is sufficiently large. Next, let 
W, t) = G(t> 4 - t (Q&T Dt> Go) (6 0) fU5 1) (9) 
"==l 
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be a solution of the initial value problem 
W, &I W, t) = 6, , 
Q&5 4 G(S‘> 0) = 0, 1 <v<p, 
(9’) 
for 1 E ] sufficiently large. Let N > 0 be such that when / f 1 > N, G and 
v-fv)1~“~v are well defined and let ~(6) E Vc,“(R”) be such that x(t) = 1, 
for all 1 5 / < N and x(f) = 0, f or all 1 f 1 3 N + 1. As we proved in [4], 
(1 - x(E)) G(f,t) and (1 - x(E)) f&G t>, 1 d v < P, 
define tempered distributions in Rn. By setting 
and 
K(x, t) = &‘((l - x(l)) G(5, t)) (8”) 
K(x, t) = C’W - x(t)) Hv(S, 01, 1 ,<V<PtL, (9”) 
we can prove that these kernels satisfy (6) and (7) and they are C” functions 
in R:+l - (0) [4]. W e are going to show that these kernels belong to 
ryzy++1 - (0)). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that condition (3) of Theorem 1 holds and let 
D= (ECn:f IRe5i11’d’>M(1 +iImll) 
i j=l 
Then, there are constants A and a such that 
(10) 
Proof. Let S be the set of points s in a real euclidean space whose entries 
are: Re & ,..., Re 5, , Im & ,..., Im 5, , r, t, Re TV ,..., Re T,, , Im or ,..., Im 70 , 
satisfying the following set of equations and inequalities: 
w, T) = fi (T - 4, MT) = fj (7 - 4 
j-1 j=l 
Im T1 > o,..., Im TV > 0, Im TN+1 < 0 ,..., Im To < 0, 
C(5) = W,(T), Q&l ~(5))~~~v QuK +3> 
gl I Re 5i I “4 > M(l + I Im 5 I) 
r > 0, t > 0, I Re 1 I = I/r, l/C(() < t. 
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Since we can assume that dj is a rational number (1 < j < n), S is a semi- 
algebraic set [8]. Since C(c) # 0 in D, there is r,, > 0 such that on the 
sphere 1 Re 5 / = l/r, where 0 < r < r,, , C(l;) is well defined and # 0. Let 
In view of the Seidenberg-Tarki theorem, the projection S, of S into R2 
given by s E S --+ (r, t) E S, is a semialgebraic set. Also when r--f 0, 
t(r) + + CO. Thus we can proceed in the same manner as Artino [l, Lem- 
mas 1.3 and 2.21 and prove that there is a number E > 0 and a constant 
b > 0 such that 
t(r) = br’( 1 + O(l)), 
which implies the desired inequality (10). 
We introduce the notations 
Gci’((, t) = D,jG([, t) and H,‘i’((, t) = D,iH,([, t) 
Q.E.D. 
where H, and G are the functions defined by (8) and (9), respectively. The 
following is an improvement of Lemma 5.1 of Hijrmander [6]. 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, for all j = 0, 1, 2,... there 
are constants A, B and C independent of j such that 
1 G”‘(& t)l < j!A’+’ / 5 IB exp - Ct f  / & /lidi 
[ j=l I 
, Vi E D, Vt 3 0, 
(11) 
and 
1 H,?([, t)/ < j!A’+l 1 5 jBexp - Ct 5 j li ll’@ 
[ 1 , j=l 
1 <v<n, %-ED, Vt 3 0. (12) 
Proof. (1) Since P is (d)-hypoelliptic, there is a constant C > 0, such 
that 
1 Re 5, I1’dl + --* + 1 Re 5, I1ldn + 1 Re T I1’an+l 3 C(l + I Im(C, T)[ 
implies P(5, T) # 0. Thus, if T is a complex root of P([, T) = 0, we must have 
lldi < Cd1 + I Im 5 I + I Im 7 I); 
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hence, 
Cl / Im T j 3 f 1 Re & ilid) - C,(l + j Im 5 I). 
j-1 
We can also assume that, for all 5 E D, 
gl I Re 5i I l’% 3 2C,(I + 1 Im 5 I); 
therefore, P(c, T) = 0 and 5 E D imply 
/ Im 7 / 3 f / Re [j llldj. 
j=l 
On the other hand, 1 tj I 6 C(l Re ti I + I Im & I) which implies since 
dj 3 1 
1 cj llldj < C(l Re {j I”@ + 1 Im & l”“j) < C(l Re 5j llldj + 1 + j Im 5 I). 
Hence, 
f I& lid, < C’ f 1 Re lj I1’d~ + C”(l + 1 Im T I) < Cs 2 1 Re & Ilidj, 
i=l j=l j=l 
V< E D. 
Therefore, P([, T) = 0 and 5 ED imply 
(13) 
(2) We recall that all the roots of P([, T) = 0 satisfy the inequality 
I ml d 4 5 IB’ + 11, (14) 
where A’ and B’ are suitable constants. 
(3) From (8), we get 
H,(j)([, t) = 
R(K,; Q&, T(L)),..., (i+))j eitT(c),..-, Q&i d0)) . 
C(5) 
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On the other hand, we have the estimate 
I R(&; Q1(5, T(C)),..., (WY eit7(c),.-, Q&l +3))1 
< c 
l<oI<~~~<o,<u K 
... ~“KP I Q:,%, ~(5))l , (15) 
where K indicates the convex hull of the zeros T,([),..., T,(t). For its proof 
we shall refer to [4, Section 3; 6, Section I]. Next, we have 
$ ((iT(())j eitT(‘)) = i. (ij $ (i(T([))>j z (eit7(‘)); 
hence 
By using (13) and (14), we get 
1 $ ((iT)j eitT) 1 ,< C, exp - tC4 jJ 1 i$ llldj [ 
j=l (16) 
< j!(A’)j C,(l 5 IB’ + l>j exp - tC, i I I$ jlldj 
[ 
. 
j=l 1 
Finally, in view of the inequalities (lo), (15) and (16), we see that there are 
constants A, B and C independent of j such that (12) holds true. Similarly 
Q.E.D. one can prove (11). 
LEMMA 3. Let 
D= [EC- 
1 
For all 4 E R” such that 
: f 1 Re cj jl’dj 3 M(1 + I Im 
i=l 
there is a constant C > 0 such that the sphere 
s={5Ecn:15-51 <PI 
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with 
is contained in D. Moreover, there is a constant C, > 0 such that, for all 4 E S, 
we have I 5 I G Cl I 4 I . 
Proof. If 5 E R” is such that 
let d(t) be its distance to the boundary aD of D. Clearly, there is c,, > 0 such 
that c,, < d(f) < +co, for all such elements 5. Let &, E aD, i.e., 
f j Re tie I1ldj = M(1 + I Im 5’ I) 
j=l 
be such that d(f) = I [, - 5 j . We have 
hence, 
hence 
< M(1 + I Im 5’ I) + f I 65 - 5jo llldj 
j=l 
G MU + 45)) + n(l + d(S)) 
< M’d(f) [l + --&I < M”d(.$ 
It suffices to take C = (M”)-l to see that SC D. Next, if 5 E S, we have 
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since 1 [ 1 is bounded below for all 6 E Rn such that 
Ii I Ej IP > M + 1. 
j=l 
LEMMA 4. Let F(5) b e an analytic function on D such that 
Then, there is a constant C > 0, depending on M, dI ,..., d, , but independent 
of A, 01 andF(c) such that 
/ D;(‘(pF(s))J < AC’9’+‘g’+=$! 1 [ jor+‘q’ 
for all 5 E Rn such that 
(17) 
Proof. We can easily reduce the proof of (17) to the case when q = 0. By 
Lemma 3, there is a constant C > 0 such that the sphere 
where 
is contained in D, for all .$ E R” such that 
i I tj I”‘j > M + 1, 
j=l 
Moreover, there is a constant Cl > 0 such that for all 5 E S, we have 
/ 5 1 < C, 1 6 j . Hence it follows 
In view of Cauchy’s integral formula, we get 
a P! I D,W)l G AC,= I 5 I p191 = A ,olp, 
which implies (17) with a suitable constant C. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 2. The kernel K,,(x, t) (1 < v .< n) belongs to P(R:+’ - (0)). 
Proof. We have defined 
w, t> = C’((l - x(5)) ff”((, a, 
where x(t) E Ccm(Rn) is equal to 1 when / E 1 < N and is equal to zero when 
~~/>N+l.ChooseNinsuchawaythatj[/>N+limplies 
f / tj ll’dj > M + 1. 
5=1 
We proved in [4] that KV(x, t) is a C” function in ir:+l - (0). We must 
show that, to every compact subset KC R’,!+l - {0), there corresponds a 
constant C = C(K, K,), such that, for all (n + I)-tuples 
(Pl ,.**> P?l 7 Pn+1) = (Pd 
with 
P = (Pl ,**‘I Pn) and i = At1 T 
we have 
sup 1 D,PD,jK”(x, t)j < C’P’+j+ypl!)dl . . . (P,!)d” (p,+l!)d,+l. 
(X,OEK 
If !7 = (41 ,a.*, Qn) is a n-tuple of nonnegative integers, the integral 
xqDzpD,iKv(x, t) = (27r)-” 1 e-i’“Sf’[D,9((1 - x(t)) f”@‘([, t)] d[ 
R" 
splits into the sum of the integrals 
To = (2~)~~ j eeicxsc)( 1 - x(t)) D;([DHF’([, t)) df 
R” 
and 
T,,, = (2T)-” J” emi(X*b) DT( 1 - x(5)) D,“(E”H’j’(S‘ t)) d5, ” P 
IT 
where r + s = q and r > 0. The first integral will be estimated as follows. 
First of all, we have 
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Next, 
$ / D*‘(p)1 = p! (p - q’)! q’! 
/ (P-a' 1 < 2lPl 1 5P-"' 1 . (18) 
From Lemmas 2 and 4, we derive the inequality 
Using (18) and (19), we obtain 
Since 
I 5 IB < nBiZ 1 I 5’ I , 
lrl=B 
we get 
X 
s IE,~~+l I P-Q’+ I (iI I 8, IYyg”’ a. (20) 
At this point, we introduce the following change of variables. Let dj > 1, 
1 <j < tt, and let x = (x1 ,..., x,) E R”. There is one and only one solution 
p(x) of F(x, p(x)) = 1, where 
The element 
( Xl X, - - P W) ‘***’ p%(x) 1 6 &a > 
where Z,, is the unit sphere of R”. We also have, p(x, y) < p(x) + p(y); 
hence p defines a metric in Rn. Consider the following change of variables: 
x1 = p%os 81 *-- cos en-2 cos en-l , 
x2 = p~cos0, **a cosO,-, sinO,-,, 
x, = pa- sin e1 . 
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We have 
dx = p (rd-J(tI, ,...I 0,-J dp do, 
with 1 ,< J < C [5]. By using this change of variable, we get 
co 
< 
ss 
P 
~,jdj-~g,‘dj+E7,d,-lq”‘+Cdj-1H(B1 ,..., 0,) dp do. 
N’ H 
Hence, all integrals appearing in the right hand side of (20) converge pro- 
vided that 
i.e., 
L”jdj-jqI+z)dj-l +Bli<-I, 
where 
d = max d, . I<j.Gn 
Therefore, for such q we get the estimate 
1 To 1 <j!2’“‘c$‘+j+l / q I!. 
If we also choose 1 q / such that ) q 1 < L’p,dj + Zdj + BH + 1, taking into 
account the properties of Euler’s Gamma function F(X), we get 
/ q /! < r(L”jdj + Zdj + B;E + 1) < A’““l(p,!)dl m*. (P,!)~,, 
where A is a constant depending only on n and d = (4 ,..., d,). Thus, 
replacing above, we get 
i T,, 1 <j!C~“i+S+l(p,!)dl ... (P,!)~” < CiD’+j+l(pl!)dl ..a (~~!)~n(p,+~!)~n+l. 
(21) 
The integrals T,,, can be estimated as follows. Let B, be such that 
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By using (18) and (19), we get 
I T,, 1 < B,j!s!2W4j+1 1 CBfIfl 
S’+S”=S 
S’GZ, 
and by choosing I CJ I as before, we get 
1 T,,, j <j!C~‘+i+l(p,!)d’ ... (P~!)~” 
< C$“‘+j+ypl!)dl ... (P,!)d” (pn+l!)d”+l. (22) 
Thus we arrive to the following conclusion: To every compact set 
KC WY+‘, there is a constant C = C(K, K,) such that for every 
(Pl >.-., Pn , Pn+J = (P,i) 
there is an n-tuple q = (ql ,..., qn) with 
I41 Glpla+8 
where 01 and fi are independent of p such that 
sup I xDD,“DtjKy(x, t)l < C’b’+j+l(pl!)dl a.. (P,!)~” (p,+I!)d,+l. 
WW 
This last inequality implies that 
K&c, t) E Yd(W:+’ - {0}), 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) With a similar proof one can show that 
K(x, t) = F”;‘((l - x(t)) G(5,t)) 
also belongs to P(R:+’ - (0)). 
(2) One can also show that K(x, t) and KY(x) t), 1 < v < 11, depend 
analytically oft > 0. This follows from (21) and (22) in view of (11) and (12). 
4. A PARAMRTRIX OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Let 
%Yc”(E:+l ; R,,“, y) = GCc,“(~~+‘) x Vc”(RQn) x a.. x Vc’,“(Ri,“) 
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with p copies of %‘c”(R,“) in the last product. The elements of 
Vc”(aF+’ ; Ron, ,u) will be denoted by 9 = (f; g, ,..., g,). In a similar way 
we can define the spaces 
Ww(R:+l ; R;, ,u), GFc”(12 u w; co, p) and 5??“(f2 v w; w, p). 
If (P; Q,1 >--., QJ are given partial differential operators with constant coef- 
ficients, we define 
9 : u E F@(Q u co) ---f (Pu; Qlr ,..., Qru) E W’(Q u w; w, p), 
where Qyu indicates the restriction of Q”(D) Dt) to w. 
Now we define an operator d from gca(G U w; w, CL) into wrn(g U w) as 
follows: 
where * indicates the convolution in R n+l and *’ the convolution in Rn. From 
(6) and (7) it easily follows that 
where 
We call d a parametrix of the regular hypoelliptic boundary value problem 
defined by (P, Qr ,..., QJ. 
LEMMA 5. Let g be a continuous function with compact support in Ron and 
such that g E r(dl*...*dn)(V) where V is an open set in w. Then, 
K:‘g E r(dwQ%+l)(v x R,). 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of V and let w be a relatively compact 
open subset such that k C w Ccl, C V. Let a! E gO”( V) be such that 01 = 1 
on f3. Write 
Ky*‘g = K,*‘(olg) + K,*‘(l - a)g. (25) 
For every (p,i> = (A ,..., P, ,i> we obtain, by an induction argument, the 
formula 
D,=‘D :( K;‘ag) = D ,“K,*‘aD=g 
+ c PO *.. K-l) D,~Kv*Pd PA+, ..- &+,g), (26) 
5 
where Dp = D,,Dl ‘.’ D,D,,, with D, = Dm+l = the identity operator. 
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We estimate the first term on the right hand side of (26) as follows. Since 
aDpg has compact support, say, L, the values of 
on w depend only on the values of K, on the bounded set w - L, regarded as a 
distribution on x depending smoothly on t. Indeed, from Theorem 2 it 
follows that 
K&c, t) E Tdn+l(R+ , I-‘(‘, dn’(iF+” - (0))). 
On w - L we can represent KY(x) t) as a finite sum KY(x) t) = ZDzrhr(x, t), 
where hr(x, t) are continuous functions with compact support in a neigh- 
borhood of w -L C Ron and belonging to P*+l(R+) in t. We then write 
(D,jKY*‘cQ”g) (x, t) = z j- y D&(x - Y, t) DWY) WY)) 4x 
hence 
sum 1 D;K,f%D’g(x, t)l < C:“(j!)dn+l 21 / aDr+‘g(x)l , 
0<t<l9 
where 6 is a small number. Since, by assumption, the function g belongs to 
r(dl..... “n)(V), we get 
zr I ~,iK%D”g(x, t)l 
0<66 
< c:'"(j!)dn+l (y+l"l+l 
2 ((Pl + rlNd' *** ((A + 4)dn 
< C'"'+~+l(p,yl . . . (p,!)"n (j!)"n+1. (27) 
The terms belonging to the sum appearing on the right hand side of (26) 
will be estimated as follows. Since 01 = 1 on G, Dja = 0 on W, the support of 
(DP) P3+1 ... D,+lg) is contained in 
where GY denotes the complement of B in Rn. On the other hand, the values 
of (Do **a Djml) D,jK,*(Dp) (D,+l a.0 D,+,g) in w depend on the values of 
PO *a* D+,) K, on w - supp a n 80, a subset contained in R” - (0). Since 
on this set K, belongs to Pl**..*dn), we get 
SII~ 1 Do a.1 D,-,D;K,(x, t)l < C4+‘(r,!)d1 a.* (r,!)dn (j!)““” 
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supposing that D, ... D,-, contains rr derivatives with respect to the first 
variable x1 , etc., rn derivatives with respect to the n-th variable x, . Since, by 
assumption, g E Pl*...*dn)( V), we have 
SUE 1 D,,, *.. D,+,g(x)j < C~-‘+‘(S~!)~~ ... (sn!)% 
These last two inequalities yield 
“,“Eg wo *** Dz-1) D,jK*(W @4+, *** Dm+,g) (~9 t)l 
OSgK-3 
< cyc~-z+‘(rl!sl!)d~ *-* (r,!s,!)dn (j!)“a+l 
< C’“‘+~+l(p,!p . . . (pl)d” (j!)““‘l* 
(28) 
The inequalities (27) and (28) imply, since 6 is arbitrary and K an arbitrary 
compact subset of V that 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (sufficiency). Let u E Ck(O u W) be a solution of (1) 
with f  E Fl*...J*,dn+l)(JJ u w) and g, E Pl*...*dn)(~), 1 < v < CL. Let 9’ 
be a bounded open set contained in 52 with a plane piece of boundary W’ 
contained in w and such that the closure of JJ’ u w’ is contained in D u w. 
Let 01 E%?~~(R’J+~) be such that 01 = 1 on 9’ u w’ and its support is con- 
tained in G U w. By using 01 as a cut-off function we can easily see that 
p(au) = (g; h, ,..., h,), (29) 
where g is a continuous function with compact support in D v w belonging 
to the Gevrey class (4 ,..., d,+J on Sz’ u W’ and h, , 1 < v < p, is a con- 
tinuous function with compact support in w belonging to Pl*.-*d-)(w’). In 
view of Lemma 5, 
and in view of (23) and the definitions of K(x, t) and K,(x, t), 1 < v < p, 
we have 
&W-4 = (1 - x(E)> WE, t> &Y5,0 + i (1 - x(E)) fL(S, 0 k3. 
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From (29) it follows that ,^ u is a solution of the initial value problem 
P(5, &) at, t) = &E, t), 
Qzy(5, &> ata 0) = h”(5), 1 <v<p. 
Since, for 1 4 1 sufficiently large, H,([, t) and G(f, t) are the unique solutions 
of the initial problems (8’) and (9’), respectively, we obtain the following 
representation of ,^ u: 
(1 - x(O) G(f, 4 = (1 - x(E)) G(S, t)g(& t) + i (1 - x(f)) KC5 t) k(t) 
v=l 
= &&), (30) 
where x(f) E g?,“(P) is th e f unction appearing in the definitions of K(x, t) 
and K(x, t) (see (8”, 9”)). From (30) we get 
au = fiw(cYu) - p*‘(au), 
where fi, the inverse Fourier transform of x, is an entire analytic function. 
As we remarked above, &Y((Yu) belongs to the Gevrey class (4 ,..., d,,,) 
on J2’ U w’. Since /I(x) is analytic, the convolution /3*‘(m) (x, t) is analytic in x 
and is of class gk with respect to the transversal variable t. Finally, by using 
the equation P(D, Dt) u = f and the assumption that f e I’(dl-..*d*+l)(Q u w) 
it is easy to conclude that U(X, t) E Pl*...*dn+l)(lR’ u w'). Q.E.D. 
We can summarize our results in the following strenghtened version of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent conditions: 
(1) (P, Q1 ,..., Q,) is a regular (dI ,..., d,,+,)-hypoelliptic boundary prob- 
lem in G U W; 
(2) All solutions of the homogeneous problem 
P(D,D,)u=O in QUCO 
Qv(Ds Dt) u Iw = 0, 1 dv<p, 
bebmg to r(dl*..**dn+l)(fi U w); 
(3) There is a constant M > 0 such that the set 
D = 5 E C” : i 1 Re & llldi 3 M(1 + 1 Im 5 I) 
r j=l I 
is contained in LX?’ and the characteristic function C(S) does not vanish on D; 
40914112-17 
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(4) There are kernels K(x, t), k;(x, t) ,..., KJx, t) belonging to 
Pl*...*dn+l)(RT+l) and satisfying the boundary probEems (6) and (7). 
(5) There is a parametrix & mapping %‘C”(~ LJ W; W, CL) into SP’(S2 u W) 
such that 
B&F=9-s?.%, VCF E +?cm(Q u w; w, p), 
with dp a smoothing operator. Moreover, if 9 = (f, g, ,..., g,) with 
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